We present a detailed description of a new method of spectral analysis named 'Sompi'. The basic idea of this method originates in the physical concept of the characteristic property of the linear dynamic system that is described by a linear differential equation. The time series modelling in the Sompi method consists essentially of estimating the governing differential equation of the hypothetical linear dynamic system that has yielded the given time series data. Due to the equivalence of a linear differential equation and a linear difference equation [or an autoregressive (AR) equation], this method takes the form of the familiar AR method. However, our basic concept of the AR model and the exact formulation based on the maximum likelihood principle have led to a model estimation algorithm different from previous AR methods, and further, to spectral estimation with higher resolution and reliability. By the Sompi method, a time series is deconvoluted into a linear combination of coherent oscillations with amplitudes decaying (or growing) exponentially with time, and additional noise. In other words, it yields a line-shaped spectrum in complex frequency space, unlike the traditional harmonic decomposition in real frequency space, and is powerful for the analysis of the decaying characteristics, as well as the periods, of the oscillations. Also, the variances of the spectral estimates by the Sompi method can be given in simple formulae unlike most modern parametric methods. Although some practical problems still remain unresolved, the theory presented here will provide the theoretical prototype for a new discipline of physical spectral analysis.
INTRODUCTION
To find periodicity hidden in a time series, many different methods of spectral analysis have been developed. In the rigorous sense of the words, the spectral analysis is defined as decomposing a given function into a linear combination of orthogonal basis functions, which constitute a complete set so that the uniqueness of the decomposition is guaranteed. One common example of spectral analysis in the above sense is the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). In amplitudes and phases at the discrete frequencies with equal spacing.
It is reasonable that the decomposition of a time series into Fourier components has obtained the greatest popularity among the spectral analysis methods, partly because it is useful for describing harmonic oscillation which is observed almost universally in physical phenomena, and partly because the algorithm of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) by Cooley & Tukey (1965) makes it computationally efficient. However, due to the character of the DFT as the simple mathematical conversion of data in the time domain to those in the frequency domain (and vice versa), the frequency resolution of the DFT is limited in principle by the data length as seen in (1.2) (the so-called zero-padding does not effectively improve the resolution), and we have only poorly resolved spectra by the DFT especially from short time series data.
Considering that the observed signal is inevitably contaminated by random noise and that the actual time series to be analysed may be stochastic in nature, the concept of statistical modelling has been introduced into the spectral estimation theories in order to obtain higher resolution than the traditional DFT. Various parametric theories of spectral estimation (often called non-linear theories) have been proposed based on different principles and different parametric models, such as the autoregressive (AR) model, the moving-average (MA) model, the mixed autoregressive moving-average (ARMA) model, and so on. For example, the maximum entropy method (MEM) by Burg (1967 Burg ( , 1968 , which is closely related to the AR method (van den Bos 1971), works 'data adaptively' (Lacoss 1971) and has been found to yield high resolution spectra even from short data. Other methods in this category include Capon's (1969) maximum likelihood method (MLM), which is also related to the MEM (Burg 1972) , and Pisarenko harmonic decomposition (Pisarenko 1972 (Pisarenko , 1973 , which can be regarded as a special version of the ARMA method. [A comprehensive tutorial about the modern parametric methods of spectral analysis is given by Kay & Marple (1981) .] In these theories, the orthogonality of the basis functions as in the DFT is not essential and the uniqueness of spectral decomposition vanishes.
It is true that these methods can provide fairly good spectral estimates for certain data and certain purposes. However, we often find the decomposition of a time series into purely harmonic components rather impractical; the actual observed oscillation often decays (or even grows) exponentially with time due to some mechanism of energy dissipation (or supply) as if the frequency were complex, and its spectral structure will be reasonably represented in the complex frequency space, rather than in the real frequency space as in the previous methods.
Moreover, the models themselves in the previous parametric methods are usually more informationtheoretical than physical. The ultimate purpose of spectral analysis of time series is, from the practical viewpoint, to obtain information on the physical system which has yielded the given time series. Therefore, there should be such a spectral analysis method that is based not only on mathematics or information theory but also on physical concepts. Such a method is really required in physical sciences in which we try to extract information on the physical model from observational data.
We found in 1983 such a method as required above (Kumazawa et af. 1983a, b) , and it was named 'Sompi' by one of the present authors (M. K.) after Japanese words for the reason described in the following section. The Sompi method is formally based on the AR model, which has already been widely used in various ways in modern theories of time series analysis (e.g. Makhoul 1975; Stephenson 1988) . However, our basic concept of the AR model, that it describes the characteristic property of a linear dynamic system, together with the model optimization rigorously based on the maximum likelihood principle, has led to an algorithm different from those in other AR methods that are apparently based on the same principle as the Sompi, and further to less biased spectral estimates. The AR modelling in the Sompi method consists not of predicting future realization of the given time series data , but essentially of extracting a set of deterministic and coherent signals from the data of finite length, which are regarded as the observed samples of the realization of a hypothetical linear dynamic system.
The Sompi method deconvolutes given time series data { x ( t ) } into a linear combination of finite-number coherent sinusoids with amplitudes exponentially decaying (or growing) with time such as m x ( t ) = C A, exp (y,t) cos (o,t + 6,).
(1.3)
Here o,, y,,, A, and 6, are real constants. In other words, it yields line-shaped spectra in complex frequency space. This means that, as shown later, it is adequately applied to the time series acquired on the realization of a linear dynamic system with no external force, and we can not expect a satisfactory spectral estimate when it is applied to other types of time series, for example, those with continuous spectra.
Since the Sompi method was first introduced, several papers have been prepared mainly on its application to practical data analysis, Hori et af. (1989) analysed long-period seismograms by means of the Sompi method, and demonstrated how powerful it is for obtaining spectral estimation with fine structure. Asakawa, Utada & Yukutake (1988) applied the theory to the estimation of geomagnetic transfer functions with good results. Fukao & Suda (1989) succeeded in detecting the subtle signals included in seismograms that had never been detected before by the other methods of spectral analysis. However, a paper giving a systematic description of the present theory, to which these previous papers would have referred, has not been published. (It took us several years to complete the theoretical framework of the Sompi method.) For that reason, this paper was written, with the main purpose being to present our basic concept of time series analysis, as well as the theoretical and technical details of the method.
The contents of this paper are as follows: in Section 2 a general description of the basic concept of our approach is given. In Section 3 several simple dynamic models are examined to illustrate the physical basis of our theory. In Sections 4-6 the theory of the Sompi method is described in detail, including variance estimation. Various numerical tests of the method(s) were shown by the previous works (Yamamoto et af. 1983 (Yamamoto et af. , 1986 Hori et al. 1989) , and in this paper only one numerical example is shown to illustrate the theory.
BASIC CONCEPT A N D THE LINE OF APPROACH
The spectral analysis presented in this paper is not spectral decomposition into orthogonal basis functions; rather, it is a time series modelling based on the characteristic property of a linear dynamic system, as described below.
Time series modelling based on the characteristic property of a linear dynamic system
Let us consider a linear dynamic system which is described by the linear differential equation of order m :
where p is a differential operator and By's are complex constants representing the amplitudes and phases of m characteristic modes (we have assumed that there is no multiple root among the characteristic frequencies).
Thus the coefficients of the differential equation determine the frequencies of the characteristic oscillation modes of the system. If we know the coefficients, the frequencies characteristic of the system are consequently known. On the other hand, the coefficients do not themselves have any information on the amplitudes and phases of the oscillation modes. In contrast to the characteristic frequencies, the amplitudes and phases depend on the force that has excited the system and are not regarded as dynamic properties of the hypothetical system. In the present spectral analysis we assume that the observed signal is the realization of a hypothetical linear dynamic system during the time interval with no external force, and aim initially at estimating the characteristic frequencies by determining the differential equation that best describes the system. The amplitude and phase for each frequency are determined afterwards in a separate process.
In reality, the numerical data to be subjected to spectral analysis are usually those which are sampled discretely from the original continuous signal at a certain constant rate within a finite period of time. Aside from the use of a difference equation for the numerical solution of a differential equation with the aid of some approximate scheme of discretization, the equivalence condition with respect to the solution holds between a differential equation and a difference equation as described in Appendix A. Therefore the differential equation to be fitted to such discrete data can be adequately substituted by a difference equation, or an AR equation. This is one of the most essential theoretical bases of the present method of spectral analysis. Thus the present method takes the form of the AR method.
Let ~( t ) be the time series sampled from continuous signal y(t) with a uniform time interval At. The so-called sampling theorem tells us that the Nyquist frequency, the upper limit of frequency which is free from aliasing, is 1/2At. For simplicity we set At = 1 so that t takes successive integers, and we assume that the real part of any complex characteristic frequency of interest is smaller than 1/2. Then we can have the equivalence of solutions between the differential equation (2.3) and a linear homogeneous difference equation, or an AR equation:
where z is a unit-time-delay operator [zx(t) = x ( t + l)] and . . . ,,.
The characteristic equation for (2.6) is defined as 6 ( z ) = 0.
(2.8)
The two operators z and p have a common eigenfunction of exp(iwt) for any o although with different eigenvalues, exp (io) for z and io for p , and there is a non-linear relation between them:
Therefore the eigenvalues of the operator z corresponding to those of p:
give the characteristic roots (complex in general) for z in (2.8). The coefficients a(k) and b ( k ) are related to each other uniquely and non-linearly except for a constant factor. The discretized dynamic equation corresponding to (2.1) would be written in general as 4 z ) x ( t ) = f W , (2.11) where f ( t ) could be regarded as, though not equivalent to, external force working on the dynamic system. We will obtain the homogeneous equation (2.6) if we set f(t) = 0 in (2.11), and the present method deals only with this particular case. Fitting (2.6) to the given time series data takes a form similar to the familiar AR modelling. It results in the deconvolution of x ( t ) into such a form as m x ( t ) = C cu,q,,(t) + X(N)(t), v = l where (2.12) qv(t) = z:, (2.13) aV's are complex constants, and d N ) ( t ) is a statistically incoherent sequence with zero mean and continuous (white) spectrum. In other words, x ( t ) is represented by a set of m spectral lines on the complex frequency plane, and additional noise. Note that { q v ( t ) } in (2.13) do not constitute a complete orthonormal basis set.
In some of the previous papers reporting the application of the present method for geophysical data and claiming its usefulness (Yamamoto el af. 1986; Asakawa et al. 1988) , zv is called a namiso (nami=wave, so =elemental unit in Japanese). A namiso is an elemental unit that generates a series of coherent wave trains by power multiplication of time. It follows from the characteristic equation (2.8) that coherent spectral component vanishes almost everywhere on the z plane except at the namisos. On the other hand, the namisos derived from (2.8) are only the 'candidates' of existent wave elements; they may or may not exist. in the given time series. Thus the characteristic equation (2.8) only provides information on the 'possible existence' of namisos which may be excited by some agents and realized by the dynamic system. This is the reason why the present spectral analysis was named 'Sompi' method (son = existence, pi = non, sompi = existence or non-existence in Japanese).
Spectral representation for complex ftequency
The theory of the Sompi method is different from the ordinary theories not only in the basic concept of spectral estimation, but consequently in the way of spectral representation. A numerical example with synthetic time series data may be helpful for the illustration of the spectral representation in the Sompi method. Table 1 shows the parameters used in data synthesis, and a result of spectral analysis by the Sompi method is shown in three different ways- Table 2 , Figs 1 and 2; what these tables and figures mean will be clarified in the following.
The result of spectral analysis is usually made intuitively visual by drawing amplitude, phase, or power as a function of frequency on the real axis. However, it is justified only when the amplitude is stationary, or when frequency is real. When there is spectral power characterized by complex frequency, we have a broad spectral peak on the real frequency axis. The amplitude represented by the peak height is a quantity quite difficult to interpret, because the actual instantaneous amplitude depends on time. The total power or mean power density within the given time segment of the data may be uniquely defined for each of the spectral components, though they can not always be grasped by an ordinary spectral representation plotted on the real frequency axis.
In the present spectral analysis, the signal in the given time series data is represented by 'wave elements'. Each wave element is specified by two complex parameters z and a, or four real parameters. Let us define y and redefine w by I z = exp ( y + iw), (2.14) and then w and ( -y ) correspond to the real and imaginary parts of the complex angular frequency. Positive and negative y indicate that the instantaneous amplitude of the relevant wave element grows and decays exponentially with time, respectively. The ordinary (real) frequency f is defined To represent a set of complex frequencies visually, their locations are plotted on a 2D-plane with f and g axes as exemplified in Fig. l (Of course, other plots such as an 'f-Q-' plot' are also possible.) By omitting the representation of complex amplitude a, the f-g plot describes purely the characteristic property of the dynamic system that has generated the given time series data. As described later, one can estimate the variances of characteristic frequencies (Imanishi & Kumazawa 1988; Imanishi 1988) , which can also be displayed in an f-g plot by drawing error bars (or ellipses).
given segment of time series do not possess primary importance for the analysis of the characteristic property of the dynamic system. Because amplitudes as well as phases depend on time, they must be represented as the values at some reference time. Instead the 'mean power' during the The amplitudes and phases of the wave elements within a . Table  2 ) on an f-g plane with log(mean power) as vertical axis. This figure shows a basic concept of the Sompi method, in which the excitation-and time-dependent parameters (amplitudes and phases) are the secondary ones to be assigned to the wave element points on the complex frequency plane.
given segment of time series defined by mean power of the vth wave element = la;.^:(^) (2.19) may be comprehensively drawn on an f-g plane (Fig. 2) . It describes the realization of the dynamic system in a way analogous to the ordinary spectrum, and also provides information on the property of the past excitation that has caused the system to generate the given data.
Model selection
The model (2.6) is specified by the AR order m. The model of order m has (m + 1) adjustable parameters and m characteristic roots, and the number of existent wave elements is limited by m. Obviously the model of an order m greater than half of the data length N does not make sense, for we have perfect fitting (with no residue) of the AR model when we take m = N / 2 . However, we can take m arbitrarily within the moderate range, and have as many different models as the possible orders. In general we do not know u priori how many wave elements are in the given data and therefore how m should be taken, though in most practical cases we know the plausible range for m. Therefore we need to examine several models scanning m for a certain range, and to make some re-evaluation of all models examined.
On his basis of studies on the maximum likelihood principle, Akaike (1972a Akaike ( , b, 1974 has introduced an information criterion (AIC-ften called Akaike's information criterion-for selecting a particular model out of all candidate models. It states that the model selection should be done in terms of the unbiased estimate of the maximum log-likelihood of the model, or the quantity AIC = -2(maximum log-likelihood) + 2(number of independently adjustable parameters), (2.20) and that the best model is one that has minimal AIC. The first term in the right-hand side of (2.20) usually decreases monotonically with an increasing AR order, whereas the second term works as a 'penalty' for a too-large order.
Therefore, we can expect that AIC would take a minimum at some order-hopefully about twice the number of really existent wave elements (if they are all sinusoids). This criterion has been derived purely from the informationtheory and is, in this sense, theoretically sound. However, there are some practical problems in the application of this criterion to the Sompi method, and perhaps also to other methods.
In the AR modelling, especially for short data, some fraction of the random noise component is reasonably modelled in terms of realization of some dynamic system which is not the target physical system that has generated the signal of interest, because a 'random' time series of finite length can not be ideally random. Actually, any N point time series can be completely deconvoluted into N/2 coherent wave elements with equally spaced frequencies by means of Fourier series expansion, and as many wave elements with complex frequencies by means of the present method. Therefore, it is reasonably expected that AIC would indicate a minimum at some AR order slightly larger than that required to describe the 'true' wave elements, resulting in the coexistence of several 'spurious' wave elements describing the noise component. However, according to our experience, the variances of characteristic frequencies for true wave elements tend to be significantly smaller than those for spurious ones, as exemplified in Fig. l(a). This will give us one of the possible criteria for the selection of true wave elements.
On the other hand, it is noted that AIC, as well as model parameters, is in a sense a statistical quantity. Therefore, when two or more models have almost equal AIC, we cannot, in principle, select one particular model only in terms of AIC. Actually, AIC often takes a stationary value or gradually decreases as the AR order is increased (see Fig.   3 ). Then the plural models with almost equal AIC should be regarded as equally reasonable in the informationtheoretical sense, and need further investigation in addition to the application of AIC.
In the Sompi method, such a problem beyond AIC has been addressed in a somewhat empirical way (Hori et al. 1989) Table 1 . As the AR order is increased further, AIC tends to gradually decrease with relatively small undulation. data, estimates of characteristic frequencies for 'true' signals tend to be stationary with respect to the change in an AR order. Therefore, by plotting the estimates of characteristic frequencies for all equi-AIC models in one f-g diagram cumulatively, the characteristic solutions (and their approximate variances) which are likely to be 'true' are visualized as shown in Fig. l(b) . Although some problems still remain unresolved with the interpretation of this 'cumulative f-g plot, or its contoured version (Fukao & Suda 1989) , its practicality has been clearly demonstrated by the previous works.
DYNAMIC MODELS OF HIGHER O R D E R AR EQUATIONS
Our theoretical model described in the previous section is based on a higher order differential equation. The reason for this is simple; most of the actual dynamic systems consist of plural sub-systems with one degree of freedom, and appear in bulk to possess multiple degrees of freedom. The major purpose of spectral analysis is, from the practical viewpoint, not only to analyse the spectral structure of the given data set as an example of the realization of the dynamic system, but ultimately to analyse the nature of the physical system in terms of its structure consisting of elementary sub-systems with interactions among them. Therefore it is necessary to comprehend a dynamic system with multiple degrees of freedom in terms of its internal structure and to clarify how the structural interactions between sub-systems affect the characteristic property of the whole system and also the nature of the excitation.
Here we consider several models of the dynamic system that are described by a higher order differential equation such as (2.1). It is shown that twice the degrees of internal freedom of the dynamic system is the order of the relevant differential equation. First we consider the mpst elementary system with one degree of freedom, which is described by a second-order differential equation. Next we consider two types of dynamic systems with multiple degrees of freedom consisting of multiple elementary sub-systems. Lastly we show that the free oscillation of continua can also be effectively described by differential equations of finite order.
An elementary dynamic unit with one degree of freedoeNewton's equation of motion
First we consider the motion of a particle with mass M in a 1-D potential field characterized by a force constant K and an attenuation constant L(>O). Let y ( t ) be the displacement of the particle and g ( t ) the external force working on it. The motion is described by Newton's equation of motion which is a second-order linear inhomogeneous differential equation. Using the symbols in Section 2, (3.1) is rewritten in the form and the particle undergoes forced oscillation characterized by g(r) as well as y and o. In particular, while there is no external force [g(t) = 01, we have a homogeneous equation 6 ( p ) y ( t ) = 0, and the particle undergoes free decaying oscillation written as y(r) = A exp (rt) cos (or + #h (3.4) with arbitrary constants A and #. Thus the particle behaves as an oscillator, and this simple system is the elementary unit for our theory below.
Multiple sub-systems without internal coupling
Here we consider a dynamic system consisting of n particles with masses M,, M,, . . . , M,. Each particle has one degree of freedom in itself and its motion is characterized by a second-order differential operator. If there is no interaction between any two particles, each particle behaves independently as an oscillator following the dynamic equations bi(p)yi(r) =g,(r),
where yi(t) denotes the displacement of the ith particle and gi(t) the external force working on it. & ( p ) is written as Suppose we observe the realization of this system in bulk
where wi is the weight of the average for the ith particle. y ( ? ) corresponds to the displacement of a hypothetical particle; for example, if we take wi = l / n for any i, y ( t ) equals the displacement of the geometrical centre of the particles, while (3.7) describes the motion of the centre of mass of the particles if wi = M i / M ( M is the total mass). y ( t ) follows the 2n-order inhomogeneous differential equation
where 6 ( p ) is a differential operator of order 2n: n and g ( t ) is given by n n g ( t ) = C wi n hj(p)gi(t).
The characteristic property of the hypothetical particle is described by 6 ( p ) ; g ( t ) is regarded as the effective force that works on it. Since 6 ( p ) is given by the product of all 6i(p)'s, the 2n characteristic roots for the hypothetical particle consist of those of all n particles. 
Multiple sub-systems with internal coupling
(3.14) The motions of all the particles are coupled in (3.12), whereas each equation in (3.15) describes the motion of one particular particle in a decoupled form. Considering that Newton's equation of motion describes the motion of a particle in the form of '(differential operator) -(displacement)=(external force)', we can regard each equation in (3.15) as an equation of motion for one particle in an extended sense, if we consider hi(t) as the external force that effectively works on the ith particle, though hi(r) itself includes differential operation. (Instead Newton's equation of motion may be regarded as a special case of the description of a dynamic system.) Then, apparently, we have n independent sub-systems which are described by (3.15), and their characteristic properties are determined by the operator 6 ( p ) . The number of characteristic roots for each sub-system is 2n instead of 2 due to the internal coupling, and the characteristic roots are common to all sub-systems.
( p ) y i ( t ) = h i @ ) ,
If gi(t) = 0 and consequently hi(t) = 0, the n equations of motion in (3.15) are reduced to the homogeneous equations 6 ( p ) y i ( t ) = 0, (i = 1, 2, . . . , n). Then each particle behaves as a free decaying oscillator with 2n modes such as yi(t) = 2 cqV exp (iwvt), A continuum with finite size such as an elastic string, membrane or sphere has an infinite number of degrees of freedom in itself. The free vibration of such a body is described by a wave equation which includes both temporal and spatial differential operations. By solving it with some boundary condition we obtain an infinite number of eigensolutions or normal modes of vibration. Each normal mode as an eigensolution is characterized by an eigenfrequency with respect to time and by an eigenfunction with respect to space, and the eigensolutions are essentially determined by the boundary condition as well as by the physical properties of the medium.
For example, let us consider the vibration of an ideal (dissipation-free) homogeneous string of length I with its ends fixed. The angular eigenfrequencies of the normal modes are given discretely by (3.18) where u is the sound velocity of the string, and the spatial eigenfunction for the vth mode is a sine function with (v -1) nodes between the ends of the string. Suppose that we pick the string, causing free transverse vibration with a small amplitude. Then, theoretically, the displacement y (t) of the string at a certain point will consist of an infinite number of normal modes such as (3.19) where a,'s are complex constants determined by the external force, or the way we pick the string.
Similarly, the free oscillation of 2-or 3-D finite bodies is discussed in terms of normal modes. The Earth behaves approximately as an elastic sphere, and the normal modes of its free oscillation, are actually observed from seismograms after the excitation by great earthquakes. The normal modes of the Earth are specified by the indices of the spherical harmonic functions which are the eigenfunctions for a spherically symmetric oscillating body, and the eigenfrequencies are not equally spaced unlike the case of the string.
However, all normal modes are never observed on realistic seismograms. Aside from the non-ideal effects of such things as anelasticity, ellipticity, inhomogeneity and rotation of the Earth, the observational noise included in seismograms masks the normal modes which have only small amplitudes on the surface of the Earth. In addition, an actual seismometer has a finite dynamic range of recording and a particular frequency-dependent response and does not cover the entire frequency range from zero to infinity. Moreover, due to the finite datalength and finite sampling rate of actual time series data discretized from seismograms, normal modes with very high or low frequencies may not be identified from them, even if seismograms are free from observational noise and seismometers are ideally devised. Therefore the signals of the Earth's free oscillation included in actual time series data from seismograms consist virtually of a finite, instead of infinite, number of normal modes whose eigenfrequencies are limited in a particular frequency range. Then we can describe the free oscillation by a linear homogeneous differential equation in the form (3.20) where the differential operator 6 ( p ) is of finite order and y ( r ) denotes some observed variable associated with the oscillation-for example, the displacement of the ground at a certain place.
Such a situation as that described above is not peculiar to normal mode seismology but will be universal to all disciplines of observational science. We can consider that in general the free oscillation of a finite continuum consists almost entirely of a linear combination of a finite number of normal modes, and is described by a linear homogeneous differential equation of twice as large an order as the number of the observable modes.
ALGORITHM FOR DETERMINING WAVE ELEMENTS
In this section we describe the practical procedure for estimating the unknown parameters of wave elements from given time series data. Here we set the sampling interval of the data to unity.
The maximam likelihood principle
First we describe in general the statistical model estimation based on the maximum likelihood principle (e.g. Rao 1965 ), which provides the information-theoretical foundation for the derivation of the Sompi method (Imanishi & Kumazawa 1989) . Let XER'"+' be a column vector consisting of (m + 1) stochastic variables that are independent of each other. If we observe x, statistical distribution of its realization (data) will follow a probability density function (PDF) v(x). Fitting a model to the data is reasonably done by estimating the model PDF; #(x), that best approximates The degree of deviation of #(x) from v(x) is measured in terms of Kullback-Leibler information I (Kullback & Leibler 1951; Kullback 1959 ) defined by (the integration is done in R'"+'); we determine the unknown parameters used in the model so that I would be minimized. This principle is called the entropy maximization principle, since ( -I ) is the information-theoretical entropy. The first term in the right-hand side of (4.1) depends only on the true PDF and can be regarded as a constant in the model estimation. Therefore, minimizing I is identical to maximizing the mean log-likelihood L given by (4.2) and leads to the maximum-likelihood approach.
Determination of AR coefficients
Suppose we have real time series data {~( t ) } ( t = 0, 1, . . . , N -1). If each of { x ( r ) } is independent of the others, a vector consisting of (m + 1) successive values of {x(r)}, [x(r), x(r -l), . . . , x ( t -m)lT, (T denotes the matrix transpose) can be regarded as a sample of x described above. As described in Section 2, actual data can not be free from random fluctuation such as observational error, that will contaminate the observed signal as noise. In the AR modelling by the Sompi method, we take into account explicitly the separation of the signal and the noise components included in the given data. Here the signal and the noise are defined as follows.
First, the signal {x(r)} in the Sompi method is defined as the sequence satisfying an mth order AR equation: Next the noise { x ( t ) } in the Sompi method is defined as a Gaussian random series with a zero mean and a finite variance 2,. Such an { x ( t ) } corresponds to the x of which the PDF $")(x) is given by Let x ( ' ) and dN) be the vectors which follow the PDFs (4.4) and (4.6), respectively, and x ( S ) ( t ) and d N ) ( t ) be the corresponding time series. In the Sompi method, we consider {~( t ) } , and therefore x, as the combination of the signal and the noise:
If x ( ' ) and xCN) are independent of each other, the PDF of x, @(x), is given by the convolution of @ ( ' ) ( x ) and $("(x):
#(x) = $(')(x')@(~)(x -x') dx'
I
The denominator in the right-hand side of (4.8) can be regarded as a constant term independent of the model. Therefore the mean log-likelihood (4.2) is naturally approximated as L = ( -f log (2n2,) --(a 2 4 2 ' 2 , -where ( ) denotes the ensemble average with respect to x.
Following the maximum likelihood principle, we maximize L with respect to the unknown parameters, a2, and a(k)'s.
---0, ( k = 0 , 1 , ..., m).
W k )
aL From (4.10) we obtain 
( t -k ) x ( t -I ) , ( O s k , I s m ) . (4.15)
In (4.14) we have an eigenvalue problem for P with an eigenvalue and an eigenvector a. There are ( m +1) independent solutions and all eigenvalues are real, because P is a real symmetric matrix. Multiplying (4.14) by aT and combining with (4.%5), we have 
N -m , = , k=O (4.16)
Therefore all eigenvalues are non-negative; that is, P is semi-positive.
Let {AcP)} and {a(")} (p =0, 1 , . . . , m ) be the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of P:
17) (4.18)
In the present method we can consider that the 'direction' of the AR coefficient vector a gives information on the whole set of characteristic frequencies and the 'length' of a does not matter. Here we will set la[' = u2 = 1 for convenience, and take the eigenvectors so that they may constitute an orthonormal basis set. The effective degrees of freedom of the model are then (m + 1).
Now the mean log-likelihood in (4.9), which should be maximized, is reduced to the function of aN as
(4.19) Therefore, the best estimates of the noise variance and the AR coefficients are given by the minimum eigenvalue and its corresponding eigenvector. Assuming that the minimum eigenvalue A(') is non-degenerate, the estimates of noise variance and AR coefficients are given by A(') and the elements of a('). Then AIC defined by (2.20), an information-theoretical measure for model selection, is reduced, omitting a constant term, as
(4.20)
We must mention the possibility of degeneracy of the minimum eigenvalue. The minimum eigenvalue CUR be degenerate in such cases as the following. First, when we take the AR order larger than necessary to decompose a (hypothetical) noise-free time series into a finite number of wave elements, we will have plural zero-eigenvalue(s). However, in such a case we can easily exclude such an excessive AR order by monitoring the decrease of the minimum eigenvalue with an increasing order. Second, when we take the AR order larger than N/2, we will also have plural zero-eigenvalues without respect to the signal-to-noise ratio of the data. An AR order larger than N/2 is no better than the AR order of N/2, and in this sense the AR order should be limited to less than half the datalength. Lastly, a non-zero minimum eigenvalue might be degenerate for a moderate AR order, and if it is, we can not determine the AR parameters uniquely unless we have some additional information about them. However, such a m e seldom occurs in practical computation, and even if it does occur we can discard that case, considering that the plural eigenvectors corresponding to the zero-eigenvalue(s) are highly sensitive to fluctuations in the data as suggested by the theory described in Section 5.
Determination of cbaraderistic frequencies
The next step of the Sompi analysis is to determine the complex frequencies of the wave elements that can exist in the given time series. They satisfy exactly the AR equation For each characteristic solution, the frequency f, and the growing rate (or gradient) g, (see Section 2) are defined as follows:
f, = wV/2n, 
Determination of amplitudes and phases
The general solution of (4.21) is given by a linear combination of the basic solutions such as The least-squares fitting of (4.28), or (4.26), to the original time series yields a normal equation, through which the unknown complex amplitudes can be determined. Real amplitude A, and phase 8, for a complex z , are given by the absolute value and argument of a,:
A,=la,l, 
VARIANCE ESTIMATION OF CHARACTERISTIC FREQUENCIES
We present here the analytic formulae for computing the variances of the estimated characteristic frequencies. This is made possible owing to the character of the present method as modelling of a time series by linear operations. However, it differs from the variance estimation ordinarily done in data analysis in that the magnitude of random components in given data is not given independently but is estimated together with other model parameters. Therefore the estimated variances of the characteristic frequencies should also be considered as a part of the model at the relevant AR order.
As described in Section 4, the minimum eigenvalue A ( ' ) gives 1,2, . . . , m) .
(5.5) and (5.6) can be computed from the raw observational data and all the eigensolutions of P (for practical computation, see Appendix C).
Next, let us derive the formulae for { d~, / a a (~) ( k ) } in (5.4). Suppose that zv is perturbed by 62, when an AR coefficient a(')(k) is perturbed by 6 d o ) ( k ) ; that is, (5.5) and (5.9), we have the partial where aS,,,/ax(f) is given by (5.6). As suggested from (5.6), the variances of characteristic frequencies tend to diverge when the minimum eigenvalue A ( ' ) is nearly degenerate.
FURTHER COMMENTS ON THE ALGORITHM

A special technique for a narrow-banded case
Although the Sompi method has excellent frequency resolution, it is nevertheless difficult to resolve a lot of wave elements distributed densely within a narrow frequency range. However, there is a special technique for improving the frequency resolution of the Sompi method in such a narrow-banded case. It was originally devised by one of the authors (M.F.) for the analysis of the Earth's free oscillation and found to be powerful for resolving the finely split normal modes which could not be resolved by the plain Sompi method even with large AR orders (Hori et al. 1989) .
Let us consider the following equation: However, the characteristic equation (6.3) is an mth degree algebraic equation for zs instead of z, and zs can not be converted to z uniquely in general. In other words, we have caused 'aliasing' artificially by introducing s in the AR equation. Therefore, use of (6.1) with s(>l) in the Sompi analysis is only valid under the particular condition that the uniqueness of the conversion from zs to z is guaranteed with the aid of some prior information on the characteristic frequencies. On the other hand, as the variable of the characteristic equation changes from z to zs, a cluster of characteristic frequencies that are closely distributed in the z plane are widely expanded in the zs plane (see Fig. 4) , and practically become easier to resolve.
As is known from the above description, the use of this 'interleaved' autoregressive (IAR) equation is effective in such a situation where, for example, we know a priori that the target frequencies in the given time series data are closely distributed only within a narrow band in the lowest part in the frequency domain. In such a case, it will be appropriate to take the 'interleaving factor' s as large as possible so that the frequency of any wave element is less than fN/s, where fN is the Nyquist frequency. Then the Nyquist frequency is effectively reduced to one sth of the original one, and apparently the target frequencies are widely distributed within the effective Nyquist band (0, fN/s) and become more resolvable. Of course, this technique is also valid when the narrow frequency band in which all the targets are distributed is not in the lowest part of the Nyquist band but in the middle or highest part. Let the target frequency band be (fi,f2), and then we can take s arbitrarily, provided there exists an integer n,(O 5 n, 5 s -1) that satisfies the following relation: nr denotes the times of 'folding' of the target band to the reduced Nyquist band (0,fN/s) .
We can extend the above theory to a more general and practical case. Suppose, for some given data, we have prior information that there are several already-known frequency bands separate from each other, within which some wave elements of interest are distributed. To analyse this kind of data, it will be practical to split the whole frequency range into those bands and to deal with them one by one by applying the technique described above. Let the frequency bands be R1, Q 2 , . . . , sl,. In reality, we cannot have a time series ideally bandpass-filtered; distortion of signal due to the bandpassfiltering process prior to AR modelling may result in a systematic bias and/or some spurious (or aliased) wave elements in Sompi analysis. Therefore, this strategysplitting the frequency range with the aid of bandpass filters-should be considered as an option for obtaining higher frequency resolution at the expense of such disadvantages. 
W h y the eigenvahe problem?
Since its first introduction to time series analysis (Yule 1927 ), the AR model has usually been defined as the linear prediction (LP) model and represented in the following form:
Unlike the AR model by our definition, in (6.6) the present realization x ( t ) is represented by a linear combination of past realizations x ( t -l), x ( t -2), . . . , x(r -m) and a random variable u(t) sometimes called 'innovation'.
There are a lot of works on the application of this AR model to characteristic frequency analysis as in the Sompi method, including the frequency domain approach by Chao & Gilbert (1980) . This method of spectral analysis based on the AR model of linear prediction type-hereafter referred to as the LP method-and the Sompi method are similar to each other in some respects; in both methods the time series is deconvoluted into a set of coherent vibrations with the complex frequencies determined through the characteristic equation of the AR model. However, the difference in the definition of an AR model between the two methods leads to different algorithms of model estimation; in the LP method, the mean squares of u ( t ) are minimized with respect to unknown AR coefficients and a normal equation with a non-Toeplitz autocorrelation matrix of given time series data is derived, whereas in the Sompi method the AR coefficients are determined through an eigenvalue problem. This difference is significant when we pursue the highest reliability and accuracy in the spectral estimation. In fact, Hori et al. (1989) showed by numerical tests that the numerical bias of frequency estimates is more serious in the LP than in the Sompi at the same AR order.
In the AR model (6.6) statistical error is assumed to be included only in the present realization x(t), while at the following time x ( t ) in turn is assumed to include no error. Therefore (6.6) describes the statistics of x ( t ) under the condition that the past realizations are given. On the other hand, the AR model in the Sompi method describes only the possible existence of wave elements in complex frequency space, and x ( t ) includes 'error' at any time. In other words, the Sompi method takes into account the separation of signal and noise components included in given time series data, while the LP method does not. Thus the two methods employ different concepts of modelling, and this causes the difference in the performance of the methods. Although the LP method may be effectively applied to some kind of problems such as prediction and interpolation of time series, it is surely an inferior estimator of characteristic frequencies when compared with the Sompi method.
What if tbere are multiple roots among the characteristic roots?
In Section 4 we dealt only with the case where there is no multiple root for z-' (or z) in the characteristic equation The characteristic equation of a dynamic system such as is considered in this paper can have multiple roots, provided its coefficients satisfy some particular relation. If we observe ideally (with no observational error) the output signal from a system with multiple roots, we will have time series data that are written as (6.7), and if we apply the Sompi method to such data, we will really have multiple roots of z, for multiple roots are allowed to occur in principle. Therefore from a theoretical viewpoint, the Sompi analysis covers the case of multiple roots. In fact, the latter part of the analysis procedure can be extended naturally to the case of multiple roots as follows. The estimation of {av,,} in (6.8) can be done by least-squares fitting that is, by minimizing with respect to them. This leads to a set of linear equations (normal equation) similar to that in Section 4.
The constants {av,,} thus determined represent the magnitudes of the relevant 'waves'. As we have stated before, the AR coefficients have information only on the characteristic frequencies of a dynamic system, while the amplitude of each wave element reflects the type and magnitude of the external force that has excited the system. Such a statement is valid also in the present case if we call { a,,,,} 'amplitudes'.
Here we have only indicated that the multiple roots for z are theoretically possible in the Sompi analysis. In practical computation, however, we may not have multiple roots even if they are expected to appear, due to observational error included in the given data. What is important here is that multiple roots are physically possible in the actual dynamic systems and should G T h e target of time series analysis. If there is prior information that the dynamic system that has yielded the given time series has multiple roots among its characteristic solutions, it is more reasonable to impose some additional constraint on the AR coefficients so that the characteristic equation may have multiple roots, than to apply the plain Sompi method. Then the algorithm of estimating the AR model with multiple roots is, of course, different from the present theory and will be one of the subjects of forthcoming study.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
To conclude this presentation of our ideas and theory, we will make several comments on previous studies, applications to practical problems, and future directions for the Sompi theory.
As noted in Section 1, this paper is not the first one written on the Sompi method, but is the first one containing a detailed description of the theory. Of course, the basic idea of time series analysis has remained unchanged throughout the successive papers, but some parts of the theory have been described in previous papers (e.g. Yamamoto et al. 1986 ) in a somewhat different manner from this one. The differences lie in the following two points.
First, the AR equation has been defined in the previous papers at an even order 2m as 2m c a(k)x(t -k ) = 0,
or equivalently in a 'symmetric' form as 2 a(k)x(r -k ) = 0, (7.2) k = -m so that it corresponds to an even-order difference equation, in contrast with the present paper allowing odd orders. This limitation on the AR order has its origin in the physical picture described in Section 3 in this paper, that a dynamic system is described by a differential equation of twice as large an order as the degrees of its internal freedom. Because the coefficients of the characteristic equation (4.22) are real, a complex solution for z is always accompanied by its complex conjugate solution, and an odd-order model inevitably includes real roots among its characteristic roots. Therefore the above limitation on the order will not be unreasonable when only complex characteristic roots for z (corresponding to sinusoids) are expected to be obtained a priori. However, the systems with finite real characteristic roots are also physically realizable and are covered in the present theory in principle. In addition, limiting the AR order to even numbers does not necessarily mean excluding real roots for z. In fact, even if all characteristic frequencies of interest that exist in given data are complex, real roots which describe the DC (z > O ) and Nyquist (z <0) components included in the data are also helpful in obtaining good estimates for the characteristic frequencies. Considering this, we have adopted in this paper a more general model allowing odd orders.
Second, in the previous papers, the procedure of determining AR coefficients based on the model (7.2) has been described, with no information-theoretical justification, as the conditional minimization of the fitting residual:
under the condition with an arbitrary positive constant a', which may be conveniently set to unity. This minimization problem is addressed by means of a Lagrange undetermined multiplier, and is reduced to an eigenvalue problem'that is essentially the same as (4.14). In this paper we have shown that minimal assumptions on the statistical distribution of data and the optimization based on the maximum likelihood principle lead directly to the eigenvalue problem and that the arbitrary constant a', the square of the length of the AR vector, does not matter in the model optimization.
Several applications of the Sompi method to various problems have already been reported, and there will be many other problems to which it can be effectively applied. For example, the characteristic frequency analysis by the LP method is widely done in the field of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy (see the general review by Stephenson 1988) , and it should be replaced by the present method or its modification (Matsuura et al. 1990 ). On the other hand, the extension of applicable fields requires the extension of the method. Often we have vectorial time series data consisting of multiple components, each of which is suitable for the Sompi analysis. Stacking analysis by the Sompi method (Imanishi & Kumazawa, in preparation) based on a multiple-dimensional AR model will be effectively applied to such a vectorial time series.
When we apply a method of time series analysis to practical data, it may sometimes be important to consider how much time is necessary to execute the computation. As for the computational time, the DFT method has a great advantage over the other methods owing to the efficient computational scheme known as FFT. Though the present method utilizes only simple linear mathematics, the whole computation (especially the variance estimation) takes a relatively large amount of CPU time, and it is true that there is no algorithm that will make it very efficient. However, any method of time series analysis has its own advantages and disadvantages, and whether or not it is a practically proper method for a certain user is determined partly (or perhaps mainly) by the efficiency of available computers at that time, the type and quality of given data, the user's purpose, and so on. Therefore it is not reasonable to compare several methods in terms only of the computational efficiency without regard to other practical factors.
Due to the character of this paper and to our standpoint based on physical considerations, the theory is presented in the general and flexible form as seen in the previous sections. For example, we impose no prior constraint on the characteristic root z = exp ( y + iw); in many specific fields of science we can expect y's of existent wave elements to be negative, for positive y leads to the instability of the system. In some cases it may be reasonable to adopt some particular modification to the present method, such as to determine the AR model so that all-the characteristic roots lie within the unit circle lzl= 1 in the z plane, or to exclude the wave elements with Iz( > l(y > 0) in determining the amplitudes and phases. However, in this paper we do not exclude the wave elements with positive y so that the present theory may cover also the 'unstable' systems, which are physically realizable within a finite period of time.
We do not consider that the theory presented here is complete as it is; rather it might be a prototype of time series analysis methods of this kind. Our general idea of time series analysis is based on the estimation of the 'governing equation' for the dynamic system that has yielded the given time series, and we regard the present theory, described in this paper, only as one particular version limited to the most simple system described by a linear homogeneous differential equation. Only limited kinds of time series data can be suitably subjected to the present method. The other kinds of time series data that are not covered by the present theory must be analysed using alternative methods. For example, a linear system that is excited by external force at all times is described by a linear but inhomogeneous differential equation, and its realization will not be represented simply by a linear combination of coherent wave elements with complex frequencies, though the characteristic property of the system will still reflect it. In order to analyse this kind of data, the external force as well as the characteristic property of the system should be determined, and extension of the present theory to the inhomogeneous case would enable us to solve such a problem. Further, many dynamic systems in various fields of science are governed by non-linear dynamic equations. Analysis of non-linear systems can not be done well without some specially devised method, which might be obtained by extending the present theory to the non-linear case.
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Japanese), APPENDIX A: EQUIVALENCE OF A LINEAR HOMOGENEOUS DIFFERENCE EQUATION AND A LINEAR HOMOGENEOUS DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
('43)
In particular, if there are m independent roots for z ( j l = j 2 = * * = j,, = l), the general solution of (Al) is given by with complex constants a;'s which are determined by the initial condition imposed on the difference equation. ( A l l )
It can be easily seen that for any set of b(k)'s and initial condition on (A5) there exists the unique set of a(k)'s (except a constant factor) and the initial condition on (Al) that satisfies the equivalence conditions (a) and (b), and vice versa, unless there is a negative real number among 2,'s.
(Note that z = -1, for example, corresponds to two complex roots i o = h r i . ) Therefore the equivalence (A9) between the solutions of the difference and the differential equations holds under the condition that, say, the characteristic roots for o are band-limited within the range -n < ' L%i (0) < n so that negative real numbers may not be included in the characteristic roots for 2. This condition is identical to the condition that aliasing does not occur if we regard x ( t ) as the discrete samples of y ( t ) . A similar conclusion holds also when there are multiple roots in the characteristic equations. The difference equation (Al) may look as if it were derived from the differential equation (A5) by the so-called backward difference scheme with respect to t. However, such a linear finite difference scheme breaks the equivalence between the differential and the difference equation, because the equivalence condition (a) requires a non-linear relation between the coefficients a(k) and b(k). Further, as for this equivalence, it is not essential that the difference equation (Al) be defined in the 'backward' form; the general formula of the difference equation which can be the discrete equivalent of (A5) can be written with an arbitrary integer t, as m c. a(k)x(t + t, -k ) = 0, k=O which would be, in turn, regarded as the 'forward' form if t, = m. and 1, denotes the multiplicity of the vth root. If there is no multiple root among m roots for iw, the general solution of (A5) is given by with complex constants By's determined by an initial condition. Now we will show that the difference equation (Al) and the differential equation (A5) are uniquely related to each other with respect to their solutions. For simplicity, we assume that there is no multiple root in the characteristic equations (A2) and (A7). Then x ( t ) is equivalent to y ( t ) for integer t :
x ( t ) = y ( t ) , ( t = . . . , -1,o, 1,2,. . .), (A9)
APPENDIX B: ERROR P R O P A G A T I O N ANALYSIS OF THE EIGENVALUE PROBLEM FOR A REAL, SYMMETRIC A N D POSITIVE-DEFINITE MATRIX
In the Sompi method, an eigenvalue problem of a real, symmetric and positive-definite matrix appears in the process of AR model estimation. The matrix is computed from raw observational data that include noise components with a finite variance. We should investigate how the noise in the data causes errors in the eigensolutions: here we derive the formulae for solving such a problem.
Suppose P is a real, symmetric and positive-definite matrix of dimension (rn + l), which is calculated only from a finite number of observational data { x ( t ) } . The eigenvalue problem of P: . , a,,,,) T.
033)
The eigenvalues {A,} are all positive, and the eigenvectors (a,} can be so normalized that where aSkj/ax is given by (B15) and (B22). Thus the partial derivative aaij/dx, in terms of which the error propagation from the data to the eigensolutions is analysed, can be computed from the raw observational data and the estimates of the eigensolutions if the jth eigenvalue is non-degenerate. 
